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Happy Holidays
Reminder-General Meeting Time Change
All GM Meetings start at 11:30am year round
Next meeting this coming Sunday, December 27, 2015
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From the Desk of the President
Kurt Hoberg

Tournament Range
Work has paused on the Tournament
Range. We have a signed contract with a
concrete vendor to start working on the
shooting line, parking curbs, and other
parts of the project. Due to prior commitments that the vendor has with
other jobs, our work has been pushed out to January. As all of us are very
interested in seeing progress in the project, we are working to see what can
be done schedule-wise with the vendor to get things moving sooner than
January. As o e de elops I ll keep the e e ship i fo ed.
The board is still working on logistics of range use for club members vs.
when we host tournaments, and how to utilize this new exciting space for
the entire club. If you have ideas and questions please let me know.

CBH 2015 State 900 Round Results - UPDATE
CVA archers participated in the CBH State 900 round, shooting the
tournament at the Verdugo Hills Archery club. We had a bit of everything
shooting this tournament, heat, wind, and rain!
This tournament is held yearly by CBH over a dozen different archery clubs
all over the state of California.
As usual, CVA had a fine showing. Here are the UPDATED results of the
tournament, congratulations to the CVA archers that took home medals!
FYI – I went through the scoring results several times and even with my
glasses on I missed one CVA member who placed. Tom Cayia earned a 3rd
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place shooting Free Style in the Silver Senior class. Congratulations Tom,
and my apologies for missing you last month.
First
Last name
Division
Style
Score Place
name
Silver
Cayia
Tom
FS
861
3rd Place
Senior
Master
Rice
Jacque
FS
778
2nd Place
Sr
Hoberg

Rose

Senior

FSL-Rec

701

2nd Place

Riggs

Cher

Senior

FSL-Rec

665

3rd Place

Hoberg

Kurt

Senior

FSL-Rec

814

1st Place

Upcoming Tournament Information
The 2016 State Indoor is fast approaching. As of the writing of this article
the JOAD State Tournament held on Friday the 1/8 still has room for
registration.
The first session for the CA State Indoor (1/9-1/10) is closed for registration,
as well as second session (1/16-1/17).
There is a third session (1/15-1/16) that still has openings for registration,
so at this point if you are planning on attending this would be your only
option.
There is a fun, local tournament that is held yearly at the Easton Van Nuys
Archery Center called the Las Vegas Warm-Up Invitational, scheduled for
Saturday January 23rd. I e shot this efo e a d it is a last – great venue, a
really nice raffle (one year they raffled a Hoyt bow of your choice!), and a
great time. FYI – this is a e u e o l e e t… o heels!
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If you are interested in signing up browse to
http://www.esdf.org/vannuys/events-and-tournaments/las-vegas-warmup-invitational/

JOAD / Adult Achievement Pin Program
Co g atulatio s to this o th s Adult A hie e e t Pi p og a a a d
earners. Great job and fine shooting! As of the time of writing this article,
here are the achievements:
 Gabriel Arndt – 2nd pin, shooting Barebow
 Melissa Weiser – 1st pin, shooting Barebow
 Luz Garces – 8th pin, shooting Compound
 Brandon Newcomer – 7th pin, shooting FITA Recurve
The JOAD pin program gains a new member once every few months, so
there is room! For those youth archers who are interested in participating
in the JOAD pin program please see me during our Saturday Public Sessions.
Congratulations to the following archers for their fine shooting! As of the
time of writing this article, here are the achievements:
 Tara Grant – 3rd through 7th pin, shooting FITA Recurve
 Aiden Del Bosque – 2nd pin, shooting Barebow

JOAD Bale Replacement Work Party
I would like to extend my thanks to the large work crew that came to help
with the bale replacement at the JOAD range on Saturday 12/12.
The crew was so efficient that we were able to replace the bales on all the
distances. We compressed 100 bales and placed them at the 5M, 10M,
18M, and all four yardage targets on the range. We were even able to take
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fou e ales to epla e the s ui el detailed ales o ta get o the
field range.
We had planned coming out to complete the work on Sunday, but that was
not necessary thanks to the efficiency of our team! Thanks again to
everyone that came to help!

Toys for Tots Tournament (see Photo Spread)
This year we had another successful Toys for Tots tournament, held in early
December (some pictures in this issue – editor).
We had 83 archers come to shoot on a perfect day, with 110 toys donated
to charity. It took four shopping carts for Rose and I to bring them all into
the drop-off center!
Thank you to everyone that helped with range setup and tear-down,
kitchen duty, registration and scoring, and all the miscellaneous things that
running a tournament entails. All of you made a child somewhere have a
wonderful holiday – thanks again!

Vintage CVA Sign on the Kitchen
Some of you might have noticed, but the original, vintage CVA sign on the
kitchen has been undergoing a facelift. My lovely wife Rose has been
working to paint and complete the sign before the rains come.
It s ee a it of a lo ge p oje t tha e pe ted due to heat, the i ds,
then a few rain-outs, then finally some good days to actually paint. The
sign needs to be sealed but the artistic work is done. The sign will be
sealed once there is a non- i d da …tall o de this ti e of ea !
An original CVA patch was used as inspiration for the logo.
Thanks Rose – it looks great!
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Broadhead Reminder
As hunting season is here I want to remind everyone that there is no
shooting of broad heads on CVA's premises, except as stated in the CVA
Broadhead policy.
The B oadhead poli
as pu lished e ati i Ma
s CVA Qui e ,
which outlines the requirements of shooting broad heads on the range. If
ou ha e uestio s please let e k o a d I ll e happ to outli e the
specifics.
See you on the range!
Your President,
Kurt
Remember, archery is easy. Shoot a 10, do it again!
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A fe pics f o

the Toys for Tots Tournament
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Grip it-N-Rip it sy dro e!
By Curtis Hermann
Editor – Curtis Hermann makes a
convincing argument for shooting with
a high wrist in this article.
Not everyone can shoot this way as it
takes a strong wrist and a great deal of
practice.
Curtis does quite well with this
technique having won the Traditional
Club Championship two years in a row.

At a recent tournament I overheard a neophyte archer ask a more
experienced archer about which grip on his bow he used, the answer
caused a shudde to u th ough e, I just G ip it-N-‘ip it a e the
answer in a rather loud almost braggadocio manor that was meant to
intimidate and put an end to the conversation, it was successful as the new
archer lowered his head and slipped away into the crowd at the practice
butts.
This was a sad moment, one I have witnessed on multiple occasions over
the ea s, as I su e ou JOAD Coa hes a d othe e e s ha e as ell.
Coa hi g is e tai l ot
fo te ut I usuall p ett good at a s e i g
questions and certainly willing to recommend another more qualified
pe so if I a t p o ide the a s e , helpi g e
e e s is a o e sto e
of CVA.
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Ou e
e e s a e ou life s lood as a lu a d as a e
e e the
are usually very curious and wanting desperately to learn as much as they
can from you, if they have admired your shooting and become brave
enough to ask a question - it really is on you to take a moment to mentor as
best you can.
The other side of that coin is that it gave me a topic for this mo th s
olu ; let s talk a out ho a d h e g ip a o i the a o that e
have chosen.
Last spring I wrote about the different styles of grip that the manufacturer
can build into a bow riser, they are high, medium and low. Most compound
bows are built with a medium grip riser with a high wrist optional plastic
snap on grip available, most modern metal riser target recurves come with
a low grip but have a plastic medium grip insert as standard and an option
of a plastic high wrist grip. Traditional bows (longbows / recurves) come in
two forms, factory or custom one piece, two-piece or three-piece bows or a
more modern metal riser three-piece bow. Factory traditional recurve bows
with wood risers normally come with a medium grip and factory traditional
longbows with a low grip. Custom bows can be ordered with the grip of
your choice. Metal riser traditional bows mimic target metal recurves with
the exception of color; traditional bows are usually black or dipped in
camo-film.
So manufacturers have made some decisions for us to a degree, they have
decided that the compound is best shot with a medium grip on the bow
riser, but for those who prefer and can master the high grip – a snap-on
replacement is an option.
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Target recurves on the other hand tend to be more evenly divided between
medium and high; however the high grip tends to be slowly losing ground
as time goes on.
Traditional recurves are 90% or better built in the medium grip riser
category, whether or not they are wood or the metal riser that comes with
a plastic grip in medium configuration, a lot of this has to do with the
average draw weight of a traditional bow that is usually higher than a
target archery bow by 10-15 pounds, as traditional archers tend to be more
hunting oriented. High or low grips must be custom ordered.
Traditional longbows are 98% low wrist usually with just a slight cupping
below the shelf; again most are hunting draw weights.
So now you have learned what the bow manufacturers have learned over
many years and built into their bow risers, now let us discuss how we
choose to hold the bow we have purchased.
We have a choice of four different ways we can grip the bow, they are; high
(or open), relaxed, firm or white knuckle/death grip*.
High or open grip: To make this grip extend your bow arm out with your
index finger pointing in the direction of the target, now bend your wrist
down about 10 degrees, the throat of the bow will rest between the thumb
and index finger, nothing else touches the bow.

*Others may use different terminology in their descriptions.
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Cu tis de o st ati g his high ha ded tech i ue – pic by editor
Ad a tages: The high ist te ds to le gthe the d a
/ to / ; it
also tends to have less torque due to minimum amount of the hand being
in contact with the riser. It also gives the best possible alignment of the
bones through the bow arm.
Disadvantages: In the early stages it requires a wrist strap or finger loops so
o e does t d op the o , espe iall ta get a he s ith lo g sta ilize s.
Even though the bone alignment is the strongest of all the grips in the
beginning it may seem difficult, as it will use muscles you are not used to
using, especially if you are using it on a hunting weight bow.
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It is said that with tiring one tends to relax the wrist and loose some draw
le gth / - / ; I find that it is not tired muscles but loss of focus that
normally causes this error.
It is the most difficult to master and maintain, but the results in consistency
are also better, at least I think so.
Relaxed grip: Similar to the open or high wrist without the 10 degree drop
and some touching of the center of the palm on the riser, the fingers curl
around the back of the bow with either a light touch or just slightly off the
riser, this grip can catch the bow as it leaps forward upon release.
Advantages: This is the most common grip and can be used with either a
medium or high grip riser, depending on which is most comfortable for the
archer. Not as difficult to master as the high grip and can be used easily
with the majority of risers used today.
Disadvantages: With more contact with the bow riser comes the
opportunity for torque to happen. Not as strong bone to bone as high wrist
but I do think upon tiring allowing the bow to put too much pressure on the
palm will cause an opening of your groups.
Firm (Medium) Grip: This is where almost everybody starts, it is full contact
with the riser from the web of the thumb and index finger down along the
life line of the hand and with the fingers wrapped around the bow with a
firm (not tight) grip. This can be used with a high, medium or low grip riser.
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Advantages: It is the most natural, instinctive way a person would just grab
a bow and when learning all the ins-&-outs of form it is just one less thing
to think about. It is the most reproducible grip; it can be used with any
riser, although not as comfortable with a high grip riser.
Most of toda s o pou ds o e ith this g ip i
i d, the do edu e the
size of the hand area on the riser to try and minimize the tendency to
torque that comes with a firm grip.
Disadvantages: Because of the amount of hand contact with the riser, the
tendency to palm (allowing the lower part of the palm to handle the most
resistance from the bow), many bad habits can come into play from torque
(left/right twist or the riser) to too tight of a grip and the dropping of the
bow arm as a reaction to the shock/vibration in the riser.
The White K u kle Death G ip: Just as the title suggests, hold o tight G ip
- & - ‘ip !
Advantages/Disadvantages: I cannot say anything good about this, it s just
that I have run across archers (some of them pretty decent shooters) that
just have a death grip on the bow and cannot make anything else work, to
the I sa ; as lo g as ou e having fu a d shooti g o s, I
ith ou !
You may have to experiment with the different styles and confer with the
coaches and top archers in the club as to their methods and grip
descriptions before settling on your style of choice. I understand that many
ele e ts go i to hoosi g a g ip st le, hethe ou e a ta get shoote ,
hunter or a little of both, all these things enter into the choosing process.
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Also hand size, finger length/thickness and bone strength can and will tend
to tell you which riser or grip style is most comfortable for you the archer.
I choose the high wrist and have done so since the mid-fifties, I am
convinced of its virtues over its drawbacks but I also understand the time
and dedication it takes to master it and understand that is why fewer are
using it today, especially in the reality of the very short compounds of today
that are designed to take advantage of a relaxed medium way of gripping
the bow.
To all the wonderful CVA coaches - I give you permission to tell your
students that I have ’t a lue a out the su je t of this olu
a d to ig ore
me at all costs!
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From the Desk of the VP
Happy December to All!
I hope that this final article of the year finds you
all happy and healthy heading into the New Year,
with a strong commitment and renewed energy
to family, friends and the club!! Seriously though,
this is a great time of year to look back on all of our club achievements and
be thankful for our club members who consistently come out to help on the
range during Range Beatification Days, baling parties, general work parties,
JOAD work parties, pasting parties, tournaments and other function that
keeps our range in the manner that all of us should be very proud of. We
consistently receive compliments from tournament shooters about the
conditions of the range and the obvious work that goes into it. The biggest
thanks going to our intrepid Range Captain, Keith Murphy whose endless
energy, knowledge and commitment is a perfect example to be followed.
This year I have to also say special kudos to Bryan Tanger who has
transformed the 3-D Range area! Bryan has been so committed to the
range this year and I hope you all get out there and shoot it!
To the many people behind the scenes who step up to do those jobs that
not everyone wants to get into, like Bob Bombardier tackling this immense
Tournament Project with the help of Clark Pentico, past Prez. The amount
of time that Bob has committed alone to this project has been tremendous
and there would be no way to repay him for all he has done.
To the people who come out every week to support the Public Open
Sessions and the JOAD Program I give great thanks also. My kids started as
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little ones in this program and I am so thankful for their guidance, the
atmosphere and the fun that is generated every week by these individuals.
The e a e too a to list, ut let s just all the all AWE“OME!
To the Board Members; I am very proud to serve with these folks, and to
know that we have a common focus to help our club be the best it can be.
The amount of email time alone is commitment that most are not aware of!
Dan Dix celebrates his 26th year with the club and most of that time has
been spent serving as our club treasurer. His ever present patience in all
matters financial and life in general is much appreciated.
I hope that all of you will take a moment to personally thank any of these
people o othe that I did t e tio fo hat the do fo ou lu .
Happy Holidays!
Bonnie

Membership Corner
As is traditional, this is the month that we ask that all renewals get
completed at this time. The range keys have been changed and so that old
ke just is t goi g to o k a
o e! We hope that ou a e getti g out to
the range to shoot and see the new setup for the field range, the beautiful
new bales at the JOAD range and the new animal targets that have been
installed at the 3D range! There is always something for everyone at our
club.
Remember that all renewals should now be mailed to Dan Dix at 4008
Monterey Court, Newbury Park 91320. Tape your old key to an index card
and remember to submit new signed waivers for each person on your
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membership, along with your renewal check made out to CVA. Please do
not bring renewals to me anymore during the Saturday Open Public
Sessions as I will not have membership paperwork and keys with me. We
are currently at 57% renewal rate and I am working towards 100% by the
end of January! Help me make that goal!
We appreciate the over $3500 in donations that have been received so far
this new club year in corporate gifts, equipment donations and donations
with renewals. Remember these are all great tax deductions and also many
of these monetary donations are eligible for corporate matching gifts from
many local companies. Check with your HR Department!
Thank you to all of our CVA Members who have given tax deductible
donations to the club for this new club year along with their renewals.
The donation list will be posted in next o th’s Quiver.

December Anniversaries
Founding members of our club, Gale and Hilda Fowler officially have their
membership anniversary of 43 years this month! I say official because
membership records only go back to 1972! We would like to say Thank You
to the fo thei a tual
ea s as e e s! I still hopi g they will
th
make it out for our 50 Anniversary celebration!! What they started so
many years ago is truly a blessing for us all. Gale and Hilda, I know you read
every Quiver that is published and know that our holiday wishes are with
you!!
The most honorable Dan Dix (Treasurer extraordinaire) is also celebrating
his 26th year with the club. Thank you Dan for your ever present patience in
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all atte s fi a ial a d life just ould t e the sa e ithout a good dose
of Dan jokes and hilarious t-shirts quotes at meetings and tournaments.
10 years
Frank Suarez and family
5 years
Lee Glaser and family
3 years
John Gould and family
Gilles and Jacqueline Godin
2 years
Robert Kendall
Joseph San Roman
1st Anniversaries – Jessica Chen and Ben Mou, David Herrera. Richard Read,
Devon Yuwiler – Congratulations!!
See you at the range!
Bonnie

TSHIRT ORDERS
I would like to submit a t-shirt order for long sleeved CVA shirts and CVA
Zip Hoodies.
If you would like to place an order please EMAIL me what you would like
and what size to bmarshall79@verizon.net
I have to have a large enough order to get a good price.
Long sleeved t-shirts are $15 and Hoodies are $30.
I have plenty of short sleeved CVA and JOAD shirts available and you can
purchase then on Saturdays during the Public Open Sessions from 9 am 1pm. $10 each
Do ’t forget we also carry patches, decals, a d pi s for $5. Great stocking
stuffers!!!
Bonnie
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A Few Photos from the December 12th Bale Work Party
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December 12th Bale Party Rogue Gallery

Most of the Bale Party Members
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A few pictures from the December 19th Coaches Dinner
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2015 Perpetual Trophy Winner
Clark Pe tico’s Custo A gel Qui e
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Treasurer
Dear Fellow CVA Members,
We are looking for volunteers for the position of club treasurer. Dan
Dix has held this position for over 20 years. He will be retiring and
leaving the state shortly after his current one year term. During this
transitional year we would like to bring someone in to start reviewing
the many facets of the job, participate in an audit, and become
familiar with the all-important issues of running the accounting for a
501(c)3 nonprofit organization. The style of the accounting is not set
in stone but there are certain parameters that we must follow to
maintain our 501(c)3 tax status.
Dan is well organized and moving into the position will be aided by his
expertise and guidance while still in office. He will also be available
after the transition for several months if any questions may arise.
Our club would appreciate your consideration to volunteer for this
position. We are hoping for someone with an accounting,
bookkeeping, or financial background. If you are interested in helping
please contact me with any questions. We will be reviewing
respondents and formulating plans as responses are received. The
treasurer's position is a board nominated position and is a not an
elected position.
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Mystery Photo of the Month

James Cagney, Bassil Rathbone, & perhaps Howard Hill
and a few unknown others
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CVA November Club Shoot
We had a very nice turnout in November with 25
archers making the round and turning in scorecards.
We also had a number of new archers out on the
range for the first time, which is always nice.
As this as the egi i g of the e lu ea ou ll
oti e that the e a e t a ha di aps et.
Handicaps will start showing up in scores in January
2016, the third scoring month of the new club year.
Newcomer Tyler Hines picked up top score of the month with a 505. Last years
Pe petual Cha pio , Cla k Pe ti o, pi ked up se o d pla e just poi ts a k. Keith
Mu ph , last ea s Clu Cha pio , pi ked up thi d ith a
Last Yea s T aditio al Clu Cha pio Cu tis Hermann picked up the top traditional
s o e ith a
shooti g his t ust e u e o
ith his sta da d high-ha ded g ip –
see Cu tis a ti le i this Qui e o the e its of the High W ist . Cu tis as just o e of
twelve (out of the twenty-fi e a he s shooti g T aditio al this o th – which is
always nice to see.
Please double-check your scores, shooting styles, division, and names below and get any
corrections to yours truly.
Let s start the new club year off with everyone in their correct divisions and shooting
styles.
See you around the range.
John Downey
Club Tournament Chairman
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November Club Shoot Scores
NAME
Tyler Hines
Clark Pentico
Keith Murphy
Julio Durado
Luz Garces
Clark Pentico
Terry Marvin
Keyth Pengal
Kurt Hoberg
Brianna Erickson
Jim Collins
Thomas Hayes
Sarah Dakin
Curtis Hermann
Tom Swindell
Sacha Del Bosque
Rob Lind
James Stankovich
John Brix
Joe Cavaleri
Tom Sheppard
Fred French
Xavier Pentico
Catherine Cavadini
Aidan Del Bosque

HSCORE
505
499
498
485
474
470
435
424
402
371
353
317
315
276
268
257
246
204
191
176
156
141
90
90
83

SCRATCH
505
499
498
485
474
470
435
424
402
371
353
317
315
276
268
257
246
204
191
176
156
141
90
90
83

DIVISION
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
Y
A
GA
GA
Y
GA
GA
GA
A
A
GA
C
A
C

STYLE
FS
FS
BHFS
FS
FS
BHFS
BHFS
FS
FITA
BHFS
BHFS
BHFS
BHFS
TRAD
TRAD
LB
TRAD
LB
LB
TRAD
TRAD
LB
TRAD
LB
LB
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ADOPT A TARGET
Adopt a Ta get is fo e e s to
volunteer to help maintain one of the 28
shooting lanes on the Roving range.
It mostly consists of keeping the weeds
and brush at bay and general clean up
on a selected lane. On most lanes this would require the person(s) to spend
only about 30 – 45 minutes working on the lane maybe 2 or 3 times a year.
This would allow me to focus on other project on the range, because if I
have to clear all of the lanes (30 minutes x 28 lanes) it eats up my available
time to do other things like working on bales, spraying weeds, putting up
o e s o the ta get, fi e a ate e t, epai s, et …..
If ou e ot su e of hat ai tai ing a lane would consist of feel free to
give me a call with any questions you may have. If you are interested on a
particular lane send me an email. It will be first come first serve so if you
want a particular lane let me know ASAP.
If you have adopted a lane already please take the time to maintain it. If
you are no longer able to maintain it please let me know so we can show it
as available.
Thanks,
Keith Murphy (CVA Roving Range Captain)
klmurphy1@sbcglobal.net
805 558-9312
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Adopt a Target - Sign-Up Sheet
Target #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Distance
35 yrd fan field 36 yrd fan
hunter
30 yrd. field 32 yrd hunter
20 yrd. field 19walk-up hunter
35 ft. walk-up field 11 yrd
hunter
80 yrd. walk-up field 70 yrd.
walk-up hunter
25 yrd field 28 yrd. fan hunter
55 yrd field 53 yrd walk-up
hunter
45 yrd walk-up field 44 yrd
hunter
15 yrd. field 15 yrd. walk-up
hunter
65 yrd. field 64 yrd. walk-up
hunter
40 yrd field 40 yrd. Hunter
60 yrd field 58 yrd. walk-up
45 yrd field 23 yrd. walk-up
hunter
50 yrd. field 48 yrd walk-up
hunter

Adopter(s)
Ben Shirley
Rob Lind
Robert Luttrell
Cher Riggs
Norman Rice
James, Nathan, &
Joshua Colins
James, Nathan, &
Joshua Colins
Terry Gieskewski
Ron Riley

Steve Price
Steve Mahoney
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15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

45 yrd.walk-up field 44 yrd.
hunter
50 yrd. field 48 yrd. hunter
20 yrd field 19 yrd. walk-up
hunter
80 yrd. walk-up field 70 yrd
walk-up hunter
55 yrd. field 53 yrd. walk-up
hunter
25 yrd. field 28 yrd. fan hunter
35 yrd. fan field 36 yrd fan hunter
30 yrd. field 32 yrd. fan hunter
35 ft. walk-up field 11 yrd. hunter
45 yrd. field 23 yrd. walk-up
hunter
65 yrd. field 64 yrd. walk-up
hunter
60 yrd field 58 yrd. walk-up
15 yrd. field 15 yrd. walk-up
hunter
40 yrd. field 40 yrd. hunter
20-40 yrd practice butts
20 yrd. practice butts by running
pig

Ruth Haskins
Julio Durado
Clark Pentico

Jim Niehoff
Jim Niehoff
Alan & Chris Murphy
Kit Raquel
Jonathan & Diana
Geiger

Chuck Thurber
Lois Price
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CBHSAA November Calendar of Events
CBHSAA has not updated their calendar for 2016 yet.
For more information go to : WWW.CBHSAA.NET Cale da of E e ts

VERY IMPORTANT REMINDER – AMAZON.COM USERS
If you are using Amazon.com for your purchases please remember that it
takes only one click to switch over to Amazon Smile to complete your
order. AmazonSmile is a website operated by Amazon that lets you enjoy
the same wide selection of products, low prices, and convenient shopping
features as on Amazon.com. The difference is that when you shop on
AmazonSmile (smile.amazon.com), the AmazonSmile Foundation will
donate 0.5% of the purchase price to our CVA club. It may not seem like a
grand amount but it does add up fast! If you have any questions about the
program please click on this link for more info.
https://smile.amazon.com/about.
Make your purchase go farther!
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Your CVA Officers

President

Kurt Hoberg

(805) 552-9934

Vice President

Bonnie Marshall

(805) 379-8721

Secretary

John Downey

(805) 527-4894

Treasurer

Dan Dix

(805) 376-3568

Board Members

Dave Dragan
Lee Glaser
Cher Riggs
Robert Luttrell
Mike Keena
Bryan Tanger

(805) 218-5912
(805) 492-3209
(805) 490-8601
(805) 527-4585

Range Captain

Keith Murphy

(805) 558-9312

Editor / Tournament Chair

John Downey

(805) 527-4894

CVA Answering Service
Past President & whatever
we need him to do guy

(805) 530-1339
Clark Pentico

(805-630-1749
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